
Large working width 
With suction strength spread evenly 

Effective collection 
But protects the foundation 

Quick Mounting
Standard A-frame

FIELD CLEANER / LEAVE COLLECTOR

VITRA 
FIELD CLEANER

EFFECTIVE CLEANING OF ARTIFICIAL TURF FIELDS  

Effective cleaning without picking  
upgranulate and other filling  
materials from the field.  

A strong Danish family..



FIELD CLEANER

Manufacturer:

Lindholdt Maskiner A/S
Industrivej 8
DK-6818 Årre

Tlf: +45 76 77 44 77
Mail:  Info@lindholdt-maskiner.dk
Web:  www.lindholdt-maskiner.dk

Cleaning artificial turf is not a big challenge, but doing so without the filling material  
being picked up is different, and that is where the LC1000 comes into the picture!

The pick-up front is made to effectively collect leaves and dirt from fields, and thanks to it specially designed  
suction head, leaves and dirt lying on the surface of the field is effectively removed without the granulate  
of the artificial turf being picked up. 

The rolling brush effectively evens out the granulate, so the field stays clean and even. 
The front is combined with Vitras grass collector or the suction sweeper. 

LC1000 (Fits all VITRA models)
Total width 1300 mm.
Working width: 1000 mm.
Net weight: 55 Kg.
Suction hose: 155 mm.
Height adjustment: 15-35 mm.
Hydraulic requirement: Small PTO

Specifically developed for effective maintenance of artificial turf, without collecting the filling material

Compact build with low weight and large working width

Built with a standard A-frame system, so the front can be used with a third parties suction sweeper.

The suction strength of the field cleaner is  
evenly distributed throughout the entire  
working width, and has despite a solid build  
with a standard A-frame and low weight. 

For additional data, please see the price list. 

The front is built with a standard A-frame – Cat. A and  
can therefore be installed on a variety of machines. 

The suction head effectively collects leaves from the pitch 
without removing granulate from the bottom of the field. 

The hydraulic rolling brush carefully evens out the filling  
material, to leave the field good-looking and even. 

Vitra is sold through a strong, network of dealers and service centres.  
All with specially trained staff, which is connected directly to Vitras intern network. 

Dealers and service centres are spread throughout the country, which means that  
there is always a service partner near you ready to advise you and your Vitra. 

Your local Vitra dealer: 

See distributors and additional information on: www.lindholdtmaskiner.dk


